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ABSTRACT 
The Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) has updated the Fire Science Program 
offered at the sixteen Technical Colleges throughout the State ofWisconsin. The Fire 
Science program is now entitled Fire Protection Technician. A major realignment of 
courses required for the Associate Degree was instituted. The purpose ofthis study is to 
conduct a needs assessment for the new four credit Hazardous Materials course that is 
now part ofthe Fire Protection Technician program at Milwaukee Area Technical 
College (MATC). This needs assessment will be conducted by researching Credit 
Transfer between the WTCS and the University ofWisconsin System, researching the 
new WTCS Fire Protection Technician Program, researching and conducting a DACUM, 
and using the information gathered in the DACUM to generate a Course Syllabus and 
Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System (WillS). 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
The mission of the Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC) Fire Science 
program is to prepare students for careers in the fire service. This mission is 
accomplished by providing the following products and services: 
• Fire Science Education 
• Fire Training 
• Fire Ground Training Environment 
• Fire House Training Environment 
• Associate ofApplied Science Degree - Fire Science 
• Fire Fighter Certifications 
The major output of the MATC Fire Science department is a layered program of 
education, training, and certification. This is accomplished at a facility located within the 
MATC South Campus that includes both a fire ground training environment and a fire 
house training environment. All six of the above listed components integrate into one 
experience that prepares students for a career in the fire service. 
Fire Science is presently a two-year, 68-credit, Associate ofApplied Science 
degree program offered at MATC (MATC catalog, 2006-2007). While enrolled in the 
program, students prepare for various careers in the fire service including Firefighter, 
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT), Hazardous Materials First Responder 
Operations, Fire Apparatus Driver Operator, Fire Inspector, Fire Investigator, Fire 
Officer, and Fire Chief. 
The transformation process that occurs at the MATC Fire Science department is 
typical of most fire training academies. Twenty-first century municipal fire departments 
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need educated, trained, and certified fire fighters. The municipal fire chiefs rely on the 
Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS) to educate, train, and certify prospective 
fire fighters. Following graduation from MATC, these prospective fire fighters are hired 
by municipal fire departments. With continued education, training, and certification 
following graduation from MATC and hiring by a municipal fire department, these fire 
fighters develop additional skills, knowledge, and abilities and become Emergency 
Medical Technicians (EMTs), Hazardous Materials First Responders, Fire Apparatus 
Driver Operators, Fire Inspectors, Fire Investigators, Fire Officers, and Fire Chiefs. 
MATC Administrators utilize funding from the WTCS to provide all of the 
resources needed for educating, training, and certifying. The funding that facilitates the 
needed fire service education, training, and certification comes from a variety of sources, 
including the State ofWisconsin, local property taxes, and tuition. 
Wisconsin State Certified Fire Service Instructors are hired by MATC to carry out 
the educating, training, and certifying within the MATC Fire Science department. The 
MATC Fire Science instructional staff is composed of: 
• two full time instructors 
• thirty part time instructors 
The responsibilities ofthe Instructors include: 
• Curriculum Development 
• Course Development 
• Standard Operating Procedures Development 
• Classroom Fire Education 
• Hands On Fire Training 
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• Student Assessment 
• Student Certification 
• Record Maintenance 
Without the student, a system for educating, training, and certifying would not be 
needed. The MATC Administration provides the necessary components to run a safe and 
effective fire training facility, schedules courses for education, training, and certification, 
and advertises this schedule of courses for prospective students (MATC catalog, 2006­
2007). While successfully completing education and training, students master 
competencies, attain certification, earn degrees, and become eligible to apply for entry­
level fire fighter positions with municipal fire departments. Continued education, 
training, and certification by the firefighter leads to promotional opportunities. 
The focus of this study centers on the Hazardous Materials component of the Fire 
Science training program at MATC which presently includes the following three courses. 
1. FIRE 105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous Materials 
2. FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response 
3. FIRE 415 - Hazardous Materials Operations 
FIRE 105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous Materials is a three-credit course that is 
required for graduation at MATC with an Associate ofApplied Science degree in Fire 
Science. This is a challenging subject for a typical fire science student to master. This 
subject presents an equal challenge to the individual that must teach the course. Some of 
the challenges to the students and instructors in FIRE 105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous 
Materials include: 
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•	 The majority of the course content pertains to the natural sciences, including 
Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Microbiology, and Mathematics. 
•	 The natural science concepts learned must be related to the hazards that
 
firefighters face daily on the streets while responding to alarms.
 
•	 An enormous volume of information must be organized and presented in a format 
that is easily understood, retained, and retrieved when needed. 
•	 Student anxieties regarding difficult subject matter must be overcome. 
•	 Student outcomes must be assessed in a fair and unbiased manner. 
This course received a major curriculum review and update in 1988 and again in 
1997. The 1988 curriculum update aligned the course to meet the standards and 
competencies that were established by the National Fire Academy (NFA). The 1997 
curriculum update focused on Course Outcome Summaries and the Wisconsin 
Instructional Design System (WIDS). The 1997 curriculum update did not significantly 
alter the content of the course. 
FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response is a three-credit course that is 
required for graduation at MATC with an Associates Degree in Fire Science. This course 
is less challenging for a typical fire science student to master than FIRE 105 - The 
Chemistry ofHazardous Materials. This course is also less challenging to the individual 
assigned to teach the course. Some of the challenges to the students and instructors in 
FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response include: 
•	 The majority of the course content pertains to Hazardous Materials operations 
initiated by emergency response personnel that are first to arrive on the scene of a 
hazardous materials emergency. 
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•	 The hazardous materials operations learned must be related to the typical 
operations that firefighters routinely perform while responding to fire, rescue, and 
emergency medical alarms. 
•	 An enormous volume of information must be organized and presented in a format 
that is easily understood, retained, and retrieved when needed. 
•	 Student anxieties regarding difficult subject matter must be overcome. 
•	 Student outcomes must be assessed in a fair and unbiased manner. 
FIRE 106 -Hazardous Materials Incident Response received a major curriculum 
review and update in 1988 and again in 1997. The 1988 curriculum update aligned the 
course to meet the following standards and competencies: 
•	 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) - NFPA 472: Standard for 
Professional Competence ofResponders to Hazardous Materials Incidents. 
•	 Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) - OSHA 29 CPR 
1910.120: Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response 
(HAZWOPER). 
The 1997 curriculum update focused on Course Outcome Summaries and the 
Wisconsin Instructional Design System (WIDS). The 1997 curriculum update did not 
significantly alter the content ofthe course. 
FIRE 415 - Hazardous Materials Operations is a 24-hour course that is required 
of any person seeking Wisconsin State certification in Hazardous Materials First 
Responder Operations. Hazardous Materials First Responder Operations is a required 
certification of any person seeking Wisconsin state certification as a Level II Firefighter. 
FIRE 415 - Hazardous Materials Operations is not part ofthe MATC Fire Science 
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Associate Degree program. The FIRE 415 - Hazardous Materials Operations curriculum 
meets the following standards and competencies: 
•	 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) - NFPA 472: Standard for 
Professional Competence ofResponders to Hazardous Materials Incidents. 
•	 Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) - OSHA 29 CFR 
1910.120: Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response 
(HAZWOPER). 
Many changes have evolved in the fire science field since these two latest 
curriculum updates. The most obvious and significant need for curriculum update 
pertains to the role that fire departments have assumed since terrorist attacks on the 
United States homeland and overseas including: 
• The Ammonium Nitrate bombing attack in the basement parking area of the 
World Trade Center in New York City, New York, February 26, 1993. 
•	 The Saran gas incident on the Tokyo subway, March 1995. 
•	 The Ammonium Nitrate bombings at the Alfred Muir federal building in
 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, April 19, 1995.
 
•	 The Anthrax attacks using the US postal service that occurred during the weeks 
and months following the World Trade Center and Pentagon attacks on 9-11-01. 
The constant evolution ofchange in the field of fire science is addressed in fire 
science education and training by individual fire science instructors. This is a normal 
response to ongoing change that does not necessarily result in a major revision of 
curriculum. Considering the ongoing change being addressed by the hundreds of fire 
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science instructors that are part of the WTCS, updating and standardizing course 
requirements and content is best when provided by a higher authority such as the WTCS. 
The State ofWisconsin is taking a leadership role in providing guidelines for fire 
science education and training leading to certification and college degrees. "Improving 
opportunities for technical college students seeking to transfer credit to University of 
Wisconsin (UW) system institutions is a long-standing priority of the Wisconsin 
Technical College System (WTCS). Since 1989, the WTCS has worked with the 
leadership of the UW System to align curriculum, increase the rigor of technical college 
offerings, improve advising services for WTCS and UW System students, and adopt 
policies that promote increased options for WTCS students transfer to UW System 
institutions." (Wisconsin Technical College System, 2004). The involvement of the 
WTCS in updating and standardizing the Fire Science curriculums offered throughout the 
WTCS will satisfy both the needs of twenty first century fire service providers and the 
wishes of the joint collaborative effort between the WTCS and UW Systems. 
The fire science and fire certification curriculums used by the sixteen Technical 
Colleges in the State ofWisconsin were evaluated by the WTCS. Similarities and 
discrepancies were noted and updated fire science curriculum guidelines were developed. 
The fire science curriculum updates established by the WTCS can be summarized as 
follows: 
•	 "Fire Science" changed to "Fire Protection Technician". 
•	 Certification can be earned as part of a course taken for credit towards Fire 
Protection Technician degree. 
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•	 All credits earned toward Fire Protection Technician degree will transfer to the 
Bachelor in Fire and Emergency Response Management degree offered at the 
University ofWisconsin - Oshkosh. 
•	 Course requirements for the Fire Protection Technician degree will be 
standardized within the WTCS. (Wisconsin Technical College System, 2006). 
The WTCS is standardizing the course requirements for Fire Protection 
Technician earned at any ofthe sixteen Technical Colleges that are part of the WTCS 
including MATe. The proposed changes that will affect Hazardous Materials education, 
training, and certification are as follows: 
•	 FIRE 105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous Materials 
Eliminate this three credit course that is presently required for the Associate of 
Applied Science Degree - Fire Science. 
•	 FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response 
Eliminate this three credit course that is presently required for the Associate of 
Applied Science Degree - Fire Science. 
•	 FIRE 415 ~ Hazardous Materials Operations 
Course will remain unchanged. Successful completion of this 24-hour course will 
result in Wisconsin State Certification as Hazardous Materials First Responder 
Operations. 
•	 FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
New four-credit course will replace FIRE 105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous 
Materials and FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response. Successful 
completion ofFIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials will include Wisconsin State 
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Certification Hazardous Materials Technician. (Wisconsin Technical College 
System, 2006). 
Statement ofthe Problem 
The problem being studied is a needs assessment for the new four credit course 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. This course will be required for students completing a 
Fire Protection Technician degree at MATe. The researcher will be able to provide the 
following instructional tools when this research is completed: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WIDS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
Purpose ofthe Study 
The purpose of this study is to assess the needs of the four credit course FIRE 152 
- Hazardous Materials, which is a requirement to graduate with a Fire Protection 
Technician degree from MATC. Information will be gathered using a DACUM. DACUM 
is an acronym for Developing A CurriculUM (Benkowski, 2004). The DACUM will be 
composed ofprofessional Firefighters from the Milwaukee Metropolitan area that have 
experience in hazardous materials training and response. The results of the DACUM will 
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be used to develop the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. Course 
components that will be developed using the information gathered with the DACUM 
include: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WillS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
Assumptions ofthe Study 
The assumptions of this study are: 
1.	 The course being studied, FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials, will become a 
required four credit course in the MATC Fire Protection Technician Associate 
Degree program. 
2.	 The Associate Dean of the MATC Fire Protection Technician Associate Degree 
program will review the recommendations of this study and allow them to be 
implemented into the MATC Fire Protection Technician Associate Degree 
program. 
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Definition ofTerms 
Associate ofAppliedScience (AAS) Degree - College degree that is earned after 
successfully completing a two-year program at all Wisconsin Technical Colleges. The 
AAS degree combines technical skills with math, communication, and social sciences. 
(Wisconsin Technical College System, 2005-2006). 
DACUM - An acronym for "Developing a Curriculum", a tested methodology for 
curriculum development that uses professionals in structured brainstorming sessions to 
develop an occupational analysis. (Sherrill, Keels-Williams, 2005). 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - An agency of the United States federal 
government whose mission is to protect human health and the environment. EPA 
reinforces efforts among other Federal agencies with respect to the impact oftheir 
operations on the environment. (Noll, Hildebrand, and Yvorra, 2005). 
Fire Science - An associate degree program that is designed to prepare students 
for employment with a fire fighting agency. (Milwaukee Area Technical College, 2005­
2006). 
Fire Protection Technician - Former Fire Science Associate Degree program 
updated by the WTCS and standardized for delivery at all sixteen WTCS campuses. 
Credits earned towards the WTCS Fire Protection Technician degree transfer to the 
Bachelor in Fire and Emergency Response Management degree offered by The 
University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh. (Wisconsin Technical College System, 2006). 
Hazardous Material- Product identified by the U.S. Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Association 
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(EPA) that poses a significant threat to the health and safety ofpersons exposed to it. 
(Noll, Hildebrand, and Yvorra, 2005). 
Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC) - The largest of the 16 technical 
colleges that make up the WTCS. (Milwaukee Area Technical College, 2005-2006). 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) - An international nonprofit 
membership organization founded in 1896 as the National Fire Protection Association. 
NFPA serves as the world's leading advocate of fire prevention and is an authoritative 
source on public safety. (Noll, Hildebrand, and Yvorra, 2005). 
NFPA 472 - Standard for Professional Competence ofResponders to Hazardous 
Materials Incidents. (Noll, Hildebrand, and Yvorra, 2005). 
Occupational Safety andHealth Administration (OSHA) - A division of the 
United States Department ofLabor whose mission is to send every worker home whole 
and healthy every day. OSHA develops regulations aimed at improving working 
environments for America's workforce. (Noll, Hildebrand, and Yvorra, 2005). 
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120 - Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency 
Response (HAZWOPER). OSHA regulation that establishes important requirements for 
both industry and public safety organizations that respond to hazardous materials and 
hazardous waste emergencies. (Noll, Hildebrand, and Yvorra, 2005). 
Wisconsin Instructional Design System (WIDS) - The name used by the 
Worldwide Instructional Design System from 1993-2001. (Neill and Williams, 2003). 
Wisconsin Technical College System - The Wisconsin Technical College System 
(WTCS) provides the state with the critical, essential technical occupations that the state 
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needs. The systems' 16 colleges equip graduates with real world, hands-on experience 
they apply to specific occupations. The colleges that make up the WTCS offer: 
•	 Two-year associate degrees. 
•	 One- and two-year technical diplomas.
 
•	 Short-term technical certificates (nine months or less).
 
• Customized training and technical assistance direct to business and industry.
 
(Wisconsin Technical College System, 2005-2006).
 
Worldwide Instructional Design System (WIDS) - A performance based instructional
 
design system that answers the questions ofWho, What, When, and How of instruction. 
(Worldwide Instructional Design System, 2006). 
Limitations ofthe Study 
The limitations of this study are: 
1.	 The content included in this study does not include material that is part of other 
courses that are part of the Fire Protection Technician program at MATC. 
2.	 Although this study will identify course needs, the study may not deliver all of the 
specific items that are identified as course needs. 
Methodology 
A great deal of information is needed to organize and conduct the four credit 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. The State ofWisconsin is providing initial 
guidance for development of the course. Supplemental information not supplied by the 
State ofWisconsin will be gathered using a DACUM. The results of the DACUM will be 
used to develop the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. 
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Chapter IT is a Literature Review that will provide information to the researcher 
regarding the reason for the changes that are being implemented, the DACUM, the 
WIDS, and Hazardous Materials training. Chapter III will discuss the DACUM process. 
Chapter IV will discuss the results obtained at the DACUM session. Chapter V will 
discuss the application ofthe DACUM results into the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
course, including the development of a Course Syllabus and Course Outcome Summary 
usingWIDS. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
Introduction 
The purpose ofthis study is to assess the needs ofthe four-credit course FIRE 152 
- Hazardous Materials, which is a requirement to graduate with a Fire Protection 
Technician degree from Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC). This needs 
assessment will be conducted as follows: 
•	 Identify course requirements established by the Wisconsin Technical College 
System (WTCS). 
•	 Conduct a DACUM with the cooperation of 8-12 local experts in the field of 
Hazardous Materials training and response. 
•	 Identify items needed to conduct the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course, but 
not provided by the State ofWisconsin. 
•	 Use the DACUM results to develop the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. 
The researcher will be able to provide the following instructional tools when this 
research is completed: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
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•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WIDS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
Research Objectives 
This study is designed to meet the following objectives: 
1.	 Develop a Course Description for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. 
2.	 Establish Course Pre-requisites for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. 
3.	 Establish Course Competencies (Duties) for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. 
4.	 Establish Learning Objectives (Tasks) for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. 
5.	 Establish Core Abilities and Indicators for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. 
6.	 List Apparatus, Equipment, and Supply needs for FIRE 152 - Hazardous
 
Materials.
 
7.	 Develop a Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design 
System (WillS). 
8.	 Develop a Course Syllabus for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. 
Baccalaureate Expansion in Wisconsin 
The State ofWisconsin has placed a high value on higher education. The State of 
Wisconsin recognizes its responsibility to provide a quality higher education system, 
access to higher education by the entire population, and ensuring student success, which 
results in graduates and promotes lifelong learners. "Participation in higher education 
provides a strong academic foundation, more in-depth knowledge of a specific field of 
study, and the kinds of skills valued in the workplace. As part of an ongoing process to 
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improve access to higher education and increase the number ofbaccalaureate degree 
graduates in Wisconsin, the University ofWisconsin Board ofRegents and the Wisconsin 
Technical College System Board appointed a joint committee on Baccalaureate 
Expansion in March 2004. In developing its recommendations, the need to ensure student 
success and educational quality guided the committee's deliberations. Producing 
graduates and promoting lifelong education are among the fundamental purposes of 
higher education." (Joint UWSIWTCS Committee on Baccalaureate Expansion, January 
2005). 
The ideal of an increased population ofBaccalaureate degree holders is not likely 
to come easily. This can only result from an unselfish collaborative effort between the 
University ofWisconsin (UW) System and the Wisconsin Technical College System 
(WTCS). "Improving opportunities for technical college students seeking to transfer 
credit to University ofWisconsin (UW) System institutions is a long-standing priority of 
the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS). Since 1989, the WTCS has worked 
with the leadership ofthe UW system to align curriculum, increase the rigor oftechnical 
college offerings, improve advising services for WTCS and UW System students, and 
adopt policies that promote increased options for WTCS student transfers to UW System 
institutions." (Wisconsin Technical College System, 2004). 
Fire Protection Technician 
Numerous provisions are part of this joint initiative. In response to the provisions 
ofthe joint UW System / WTCS Plan for Enhancing Credit Transfer, the WTCS 
developed an updated Fire Protection Technician Program to replace the Fire Science 
Associate Degree Program. (Milwaukee Area Technical College, 2007). 
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The provisions that pertain to the development and implementation ofthe new 
WTCS Fire Protection Technician Program include: 
•	 Transfer ofOccupational / Technical Courses 
•	 Transfer ofWTCS General Education Core Courses 
•	 Degree Completion Program Agreements 
•	 Articulation Agreements 
•	 Credit Transfer Contract / Transfer Information System (TIS) 
•	 Uniform Curriculum 
"Transfer ofOccupational / Technical courses from the WTCS to UW System 
was unheard ofprior to 2003. The new policy will allow UW institutions to 
transfer WTCS occupational/technical courses on a course-by-course basis. A 
list ofWTCS general education core courses will be established that will transfer 
to UW institutions. WTCS students will be able to transfer up to 30 credits from 
these courses and apply them toward general education and/or other degree 
requirements at UW institutions. Degree completion programs recognize the 
specialized skills and knowledge that graduates of applied associate degree 
programs have already acquired and provide higher level courses in the major 
field and additional academic foundation courses to round out the student's 
baccalaureate education. 
Closely related to degree completion programs are articulation agreements 
covering specific program-to-program transfer between the WTCS and UW 
System institutions. The WTCS and the UW System have in place nearly 400 
individual articulation agreements matching course work completed at a specific 
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WTCS program at a specific technical college to a related major at a specific UW 
System institution. The Credit Transfer Contract includes information about 
transferability ofoccupational/technical courses, general studies courses, 
additional requirements for degree completion programs and other kinds of 
program-to-program articulation agreements. 
A key factor in making all ofthese transfer opportunities a reality for WTCS 
students is the development ofa uniform curriculum within the WTCS. To 
support credit transfer opportunities, the WTCS Board is proactively committed 
to standardizing the curriculum in high demand / high transfer interest programs." 
(Wisconsin Technical College System, March 2004). 
The WTCS Fire Protection Technician Program is a 69-credit program, broken 
down as follows: 
•	 Technical Studies Core Courses 37 credits 
•	 Additional Technical Studies Credits 8 credits 
•	 Electives 3 credits 
•	 General Studies. 21 credits 
The Technical Studies Core Courses include: 
•	 Building Construction 3 credits 
•	 Fire Fighting Principles 4 credits 
•	 Fire Investigation 3 credits 
•	 Fire Prevention 4 credits 
•	 Fire Protection Hydraulics 4 credits 
•	 Fire Protection Systems 4 credits 
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• Hazardous Materials 4 credits 
• Principles ofEmergency Services 3 credits 
• Strategies, Tactics, and Incident Management 4 credits 
• Basic Emergency Medical Technician 4 credits 
The WTCS Fire Protection Technician Program prepares the student for the 
following Certifications / Licensures: 
• Firefighter I Fire Fighting Principles 
• Fire Inspector I Fire Prevention 
• Driver Operator - Pumper Fire Protection Hydraulics 
• Hazardous Materials Awareness Hazardous Materials 
• Hazardous Materials Operations Hazardous Materials 
• Hazardous Materials Technician Hazardous Materials 
• Emergency Medical Technician Basic Basic Emergency Medical Technician 
• NIMS 100 Principles ofEmergency Services 
• NIMS 200 & NIMS 700 Strategies, Tactics, Inc Management 
• NIMS 800 Emergency and Disaster Planning 
• CPAT Employability Skills 
Bachelor in Fire andEmergency Response Management 
In response to the joint UW System / WTCS Plan for Enhancing Credit Transfer, 
The University ofWisconsin Oshkosh has developed a new Bachelor in Fire and 
Emergency Response Management (BFERM) Program. "Administered by the Center for 
New Learning, the Fire and Emergency Response Management Degree Program is 
designed for the working adult who has successfully completed an associate degree in an 
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acceptable fire science area of study at a technical college. The Bachelor ofFire and 
Emergency Response Management recognizes the Associate ofApplied Science degree 
in Fire Protection at Fox Valley Technical College, as having satisfied some ofthe 
program's General Education requirements. Transfer ofgeneral education course work, 
from similar Associate of Applied Science degree programs in fire science, is also 
considered." (University ofWisconsin Oshkosh, 2007). 
FIRE J52 - Hazardous Materials 
The main focus ofthis research pertains to the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous 
Materials course. The four credit FIRE 152 ~ Hazardous Materials course is one ofthe 
Technical Studies Core Courses in the WTCS Fire Protection Technician Program. The 
four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course leads to certification as a Hazardous 
Materials Technician. The WTCS developed specific additional course requirements for 
Hazardous Materials Technician. These Hazardous Materials Technician course 
requirements must be integrated into the WTCS Hazardous Materials course. Course and 
student supply items listed in the Hazardous Materials Technician Course Requirements 
include: 
• The DVD series by the Emergency Film Group 
• 6 copies of the Field Operations Guide (FOG) 
• Periodic Table (one per student) 
• Performance Skill Sheets (one set per student) 
• Final Exam (one per student)
 
(Wisconsin Technical College System, 2006).
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The WTCS conducted an eight hour Train the Trainer course Monday, February 
26, 2007 at the Yolk Field Conference Center in Camp Douglas, Wisconsin. Many details 
regarding course content and delivery were discussed at the Train the Trainer course. 
Course materials were handed out, including: 
• Instructor Manual 
• Field Operation guide 
• DVD Series by the Emergency film Group 
• Hazardous Materials Managing the Incident (Textbook) 
The WTCS is requiring that Hazardous Materials Managing the Incident 3rd 
Edition (2005) by Greg Noll, Mike Hildebrand, and James Yvorra be the designated 
course text book for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. The researcher has reviewed this 
textbook and agrees that it is a suitable choice for preparing students for the Hazardous 
Materials Technician level certification. The researcher has personal experience using 
both the 1st Edition and 2nd Edition of this textbook in numerous course applications in 
the past. 
The WTCS has additional requirements for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
beyond preparing students for the Hazardous Materials Technician level certification. 
The WTCS is also requiring that students be prepared for Hazardous Materials First 
Responder Awareness level certification, Hazardous Materials First Responder 
Operations level certification, and receive an overview ofHazardous Materials Chemistry 
and Instrumentation. Additional books, references, and/or other resources may be needed 
by the course instructor and students to fulfill these additional course requirements. 
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Supplemental Text Books 
The researcher reviewed additional books that might be used to supplement the 
shortcoming presented by these additional course requirements. Books that may help fill 
course needs for certification and content include: 
•	 Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 3rd Edition, International Fire Service 
Training Association (IFSTA) 
•	 The Common Sense Approach to Hazardous Materials, 2nd Edition, Frank L. Fire 
•	 Hazardous Materials Chemistry, 2nd Edition, Armando S. Bevelacqua 
•	 Hazardous Materials Air Monitoring & Detection Devices, 2nd Edition, 
Christopher Hawley 
Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 3rd Edition, IFSTA, is a textbook 
required by the WTCS for students enrolled in courses that prepare students for 
Hazardous Materials First Responder Awareness and Hazardous Materials First 
Responder Operations level certifications. Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 3rd 
Edition, IFSTA, is currently the required textbook for the MATC Fire Science course 
FIRE 415 - Hazardous Materials Operations. "Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 
3rd Edition, IFSTA is intended as a primary text for all personnel seeking to qualify as 
Awareness and/or Operational- Level responders to hazardous materials incidents and as 
a reference text for those who have already qualified. This manual primarily addresses 
NFPA 472, Professional Competence ofResponders to Hazardous Materials Incidents 
(2002 Edition), for Awareness and Operational levels. It also covers the Office of 
domestic Preparedness Emergency Responder Guidelines (for terrorist incidents 
involving weapons of mass destruction) for Awareness level and performance Level A 
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(Operational Level) for ftrefighters and law enforcement officers." (Miller, 2004). Each 
chapter in the textbook is preceded by a section pertaining to First Responder 
Competencies and begins with the following statement. "This chapter provides 
information that will assist the reader in meeting the following ftrst responder 
competencies from NFPA 472, Professional Competencies ofResponders to Hazardous 
Materials Incidents, 2002 Edition. The numbers are noted directly in the text under the 
section titles where they are addressed." (Miller, 2004). 
The Common Sense Approach to Hazardous Materials, 2nd Edition, by Frank: L. 
Fire is currently the required textbook for the MATC Fire Science 3 credit course FIRE 
105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous Materials. "Frank: L. Fire is a lead and adjunct 
instructor of hazardous materials at the National Fire Academy in Emmitsburg, 
Maryland. This book is a primer on hazardous materials for the fIrst responder. The 
Common Sense Approach to Hazardous Materials provides the names ofthe most 
common hazardous materials in each class so that a person will be able to associate 
hazards with names. It is not possible for any book to name all chemicals that pose a 
hazard to people and/or the environment, but those named in this book represent the 
materials involved in 99 percent of the incidents to which a person may ever respond." 
(Fire, 1996). 
Hazardous Materials Chemistry, 2nd Edition, by Armando S. Bevelacqua is a 
hazardous materials chemistry textbook that focuses on basic chemistry principles. 
"Firefighters responding to hazmat incidents need to know basic chemistry principles." 
(Bevelacqua, 2006). The textbook successfully integrates the understanding ofhazardous 
materials chemistry into meaningful information that can be used at hazardous materials 
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incidents. "This is a focused look at what is needed by the First Responder, Hazardous 
Materials Technician, Specialist, and Incident Commander. The main principle carried 
throughout this text: By understanding the nomenclature and properties ofchemistry, 
anyone can evaluate health and safety issues, level ofentrance protection, mitigation, and 
decontamination procedures. By understanding the basic principles of chemistry, critical 
decisions surrounding hazardous materials events can and will become less difficult." 
(Bevelacqua, 2006). 
Most hazardous materials responders are firefighters first and not full time 40 
hour work week chemists. Hazardous materials response has evolved into a sophisticated 
and specialized area for emergency responders. There is an expectation in the post 
September 11, 2001 era that we live in that air monitoring and detection devices are to be 
used to monitor environments at hazardous materials and weapons ofmass destruction 
(WMD) incidents. "Hazardous Materials Air Monitoring & Detection Devices is 
primarily written for emergency responders, hazardous materials responders, firefighters, 
and law enforcement officers. This text covers air monitors and detection devices for both 
hazardous materials and weapons ofmass destruction (WMD). This text covers a wide 
variety ofdetection devices, some basic and some advanced. An important part is how to 
use these devices tactically and how to interpret the readings. Technology has developed 
to the point ofusing detection and monitoring techniques that were once thought ofas 
only laboratory tools. These tools have made their way to the front line ofhazardous 
materials response. This has added a new dimension to the knowledge base. A hazmat 
responder today must not only understand these new technologies, but also be able to 
converse in a variety ofprofessional disciplines." (Hawley, 2007). 
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DACUM 
The researcher intends to use a DACUM to analyze the job ofa Hazardous 
Materials Technician. "DACUM is an acronym for Developing A CurriculUM." 
(Benkowski,2004). "DACUM is a tested methodology for curriculum development that 
uses professionals in structured brainstorming sessions to develop an occupational 
analysis. Participants serve on a panel ofexperts who collectively describe the occupation 
in the language ofthat occupation." (Sherrill & Keels-Williams, 2005). 
This Hazardous Materials Technician job analysis will provide a list of the needs 
required to successfully conduct the 4 credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course at 
MATC. Besides providing duties and tasks performed by a hazardous Materials 
Technician, the DACUM will also provide a Course Description, Course Pre-requisites, 
Core Abilities and Indicators, and a list ofapparatus, equipment, and supplies, that will 
be needed to conduct the course. "The DACUM process involves local workers with 
reputations for being the top performers at their jobs, working on a short term committee 
assignment. These workers become the Panel ofExperts who collectively and 
cooperatively describe the occupation in the language ofthe occupation. The Panel works 
with a DACUM facilitator to develop a DACUM Research Chart. The chart contains a 
list ofgeneral areas ofcompetence called DUTIES and the TASKS that define the duty_ 
Brainstorming techniques are used to obtain the collective expertise and consensus of the 
Panel. As the Panel determines each task, it is written on a card. The cards are attached to 
the wall in front ofthe Panel. The completed chart is a graphic profile ofthe duties and 
tasks performed by successful workers in the occupation. The Panel also identifies the 
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tools, equipment, supplies, and materials used." (The Ohio State University DACUM 
Training Information, [On-lineD. 
Worldwide Instructional Design System 
The list of competencies identified as duties and tasks in the DACUM will be 
integrated into the Worldwide Instructional Design System (WillS) which will become 
the cornerstone of competencies that the students will be expected to master. The 
information that results from the DACUM will eventually be used to develop a 
curriculum using WIDS. "WIDS is a performance based instructional design system that 
answers the questions ofWho, What, When, and How of instruction. These questions 
serve as a guide through a logical process, which leads to effective teaching and learning. 
Performance based instruction is where the results are known before anything is taught." 
(Wisconsin Technical College System Foundation, 2007). "To grasp a quick overview of 
the model, think in terms of four concentric circles. In the center is "WHO" representing 
the question, "Who are my learners and what are their learning needs?" The next circle is 
"WHAT" representing the question, "What do my learners need to be able to do as a 
result ofthis learning experience (e.g., course or lesson) and how does what they learn 
here need to relate to a broader context (e.g., program, major, degree)?" The third circle 
is "WHEN' representing the question, "How will my learners and I know when they 
have learned what they need to learn?" The outermost circle is "HOW" representing the 
question, "How can the learners and I best meet the goals set by "WHAT?" (Neill & 
Williams, 2003). 
"WIDS is a division ofthe Wisconsin Technical College System Foundation, Inc., 
a non-profit organization dedicated to the advancement of education. In 1993, 
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Wisconsin's 16 technical colleges partnered with the Foundation to create a perfonnance­
based instructional design system appropriate for both education and industry. A 
statewide advisory team from two-year colleges, industry, and K-12 schools, collaborated 
to build best practices and learning theories into WIDS curriculum-design software." 
(Worldwide Instructional Design System - About Us, [On-lineD. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 
Introduction 
The State ofWisconsin has placed a high value on higher education. The State of 
Wisconsin recognizes its responsibility to provide a quality higher education system, 
access to higher education by the entire population, and ensuring student success, which 
results in graduates and promotes lifelong learners. "Participation in higher education 
provides a strong academic foundation, more in-depth knowledge of a specific field of 
study, and the kinds of skills valued in the workplace. As part ofan ongoing process to 
improve access to higher education and increase the number ofbaccalaureate degree 
graduates in Wisconsin, the University ofWisconsin Board ofRegents and the Wisconsin 
Technical College System Board appointed a joint committee on Baccalaureate 
Expansion in March 2004. In developing its recommendations, the need to ensure student 
success and educational quality guided the committee's deliberations. Producing 
graduates and promoting lifelong education are among the fundamental purposes of 
higher education." (Joint UWSIWTCS Committee on Baccalaureate Expansion, 2005). 
The ideal ofan increased population ofBaccalaureate degree holders is not likely 
to come easily. This can only result from an unselfish collaborative effort between the 
University ofWisconsin (UW) System and the Wisconsin Technical College System 
(WTCS). "Improving opportunities for technical college students seeking to transfer 
credit to University ofWisconsin (UW) System institutions is a long-standing priority of 
the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS). Since 1989, the WTCS has worked 
with the leadership ofthe UW system to align curriculum, increase the rigor oftechnical 
college offerings, improve advising services for WTCS and UW System students, and 
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adopt policies that promote increased options for WTCS students transfer to UW System 
institutions." (WTCS Progress Report on Credit Transfer, 2004). 
Numerous provisions are part of this joint initiative. In response to the provisions 
of the joint UW System / WTCS Plan for Enhancing Credit Transfer, the WTCS 
developed an updated Fire Protection Technician Program to replace the Fire Science 
Associate Degree Program. (Milwaukee Area Technical College, 2007). 
In response to the joint UW System / WTCS Plan for Enhancing Credit Transfer, 
The University ofWisconsin Oshkosh has developed a new Bachelor in Fire and 
Emergency Response Management (BFERM) Program. "Administered by the Center for 
New Learning, the Fire and Emergency Response Management Degree Program is 
designed for the working adult who has successfully completed an associate degree in an 
acceptable fire science area of study at a technical college. The Bachelor ofFire and 
Emergency Response Management recognizes the Associate ofApplied Science degree 
in Fire Protection at Fox Valley Technical College, as having satisfied some ofthe 
programs General Education requirements. Transfer ofgeneral education course work, 
from similar Associate ofApplied Science degree programs in fire science, is also 
considered." (University ofWisconsin Oshkosh, 2007). 
The main focus of this research pertains to the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous 
Materials course. The FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course is one of the Technical 
Studies Core Courses in the WTCS Fire Protection Technician Program. The FIRE 152­
Hazardous Materials course leads to certification as a Hazardous Materials Technician. 
The WTCS developed specific additional course requirements for Hazardous Materials 
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Technician. These Hazardous Materials Technician course requirements must be 
integrated into the WTCS Hazardous Materials course. 
The researcher will use a DACUM to gather information from professional 
Firefighters with experience in Hazardous Materials training and response. This 
information will be used to develop the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
course. The DACUM should provide information needed to develop: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WillS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
The organization ofthis chapter includes Research Design, Population, and 
Instrumentation. 
Research Design 
A great deal of information is needed to organize and conduct the four credit 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. The State ofWisconsin is providing initial 
guidance for course development. 
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Supplemental information not supplied by the State ofWisconsin and needed to 
organize and conduct the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course will be 
gathered using a DACUM. DACUM is an acronym for Developing A CurriculUM 
(Benkowski, 2004). DACUM is a method of conducting an analysis of an occupation or 
job. A small group of experts meet with a facilitator who leads a brainstorming session 
with the goal of documenting job-related duties and tasks. The group of experts is usually 
between eight and twelve members who have experience in the job or profession being 
studied. "A Duty is a category name of related Tasks. A Task is a specific unit ofwork" 
(Wisconsin Technical College System Foundation, 2007). Duties are also·known as 
competencies. Once the major Duties or Competencies are agreed on, the group agrees on 
Tasks that will fulfill each Duty. 
Population 
The experts serving on the DACUM panel will be hazardous materials responders 
and trainers from fire departments serving the metropolitan Milwaukee area. The 
majority of students that enroll in the MATC Fire Protection Technician program are 
either current or future members of metropolitan Milwaukee fire departments. The four 
credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course will have additional meaning and value to 
the fire departments served by MATC because of the participation of their members as 
experts on the DACUM panel. 
Instrumentation 
A great deal of information is needed to organize and conduct the four credit 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. The State of Wisconsin is providing initial 
guidance for course development. 
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Supplemental information not supplied by the State ofWisconsin and needed to 
organize and conduct the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course will be 
gathered using a DACUM. The results of the DACUM will be used to develop the four 
credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. Course components that will be 
developed using information from the DACUM session include: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WillS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
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Chapter IV: Results 
Introduction 
The State ofWisconsin has placed a high value on higher education. The State of 
Wisconsin recognizes its responsibility to provide a quality higher education system, 
access to higher education by the entire population, and ensuring student success, which 
results in graduates and promotes lifelong learners. "Participation in higher education 
provides a strong academic foundation, more in-depth knowledge of a specific field of 
study, and the kinds of skills valued in the workplace. As part of an ongoing process to 
improve access to higher education and increase the number ofbaccalaureate degree 
graduates in Wisconsin, the University OfWisconsin Board OfRegents and the 
Wisconsin Technical College System Board appointed a joint committee on 
Baccalaureate Expansion in March 2004. In developing its recommendations, the need to 
ensure student success and educational quality guided the committee's deliberations. 
Producing graduates and promoting lifelong education are among the fundamental 
purposes ofhigher education." (Joint UWSIWTCS Committee on Baccalaureate 
Expansion, 2005). 
The ideal of an increased population ofBaccalaureate degree holders is not likely 
to come easily. This can only result from an unselfish collaborative effort between the 
University ofWisconsin (UW) System and the Wisconsin Technical College System 
(WTCS). "Improving opportunities for technical college students seeking to transfer 
credit to University ofWisconsin (UW) System institutions is a long-standing priority of 
the Wisconsin Technical College System (WTCS). Since 1989, the WTCS has worked 
with the leadership of the UW system to align curriculum, increase the rigor of technical 
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college offerings, improve advising services for WTCS and UW System students, and 
adopt policies that promote increased options for WTCS students transfer to UW System 
institutions." (WTCS Progress Report on Credit Transfer, 2004). 
Numerous provisions are part ofthis joint initiative. In response to the provisions 
of the joint UW System / WTCS Plan for Enhancing Credit Transfer, the WTCS 
developed an updated Fire Protection Technician Program to replace the Fire Science 
Associate Degree Program. (Milwaukee Area Technical College, 2007). 
In response to the joint UW System / WTCS Plan for Enhancing Credit Transfer, 
The University ofWisconsin Oshkosh has developed a new Bachelor in Fire and 
Emergency Response Management (BFERM) Program. "Administered by the Center for 
New Learning, the Fire and Emergency Response Management Degree Program is 
designed for the working adult who has successfully completed an associate degree in an 
acceptable fire science area of study at a technical college. The Bachelor ofFire and 
Emergency Response Management recognizes the Associate ofApplied Science degree 
in Fire Protection at Fox Valley Technical College, as having satisfied some of the 
programs General Education requirements. Transfer of general education course work, 
from similar Associate ofApplied Science degree programs in fire science, is also 
considered." (University ofWisconsin Oshkosh, 2007). 
The main focus of this research pertains to the four credit Hazardous Materials 
course that is one ofthe Technical Studies Core Courses in the WTCS Fire Protection 
Technician Program. The four credit Hazardous Materials course leads to certification as 
a Hazardous Materials Technician. The WTCS developed specific additional course 
requirements for Hazardous Materials Technician. These Hazardous Materials 
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Technician course requirements must be integrated into the WTCS Hazardous Materials 
course. 
The researcher will use a DACUM to gather information from professional 
Firefighters with experience in Hazardous Materials training and response. This 
information will be used to develop the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
course. 
The organization and contents of this chapter is titled "Presenting the Findings". 
The researcher will present the findings of the DACUM that was conducted. The 
DACUM should provide the information needed to develop: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WillS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
Presenting the Findings 
A great deal of information is needed to organize and conduct the four credit 
course, FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. The State ofWisconsin is providing initial 
guidance for development of this course. 
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Supplemental information not supplied by the State ofWisconsin and needed to 
organize and conduct the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course was 
gathered using a DACUM. DACUM is an acronym for Developing A CurriculUM 
(Benkowski, 2004). DACUM is a method ofconducting an analysis ofan occupation or 
job. A small group ofexperts with experience in Hazardous Materials Training and 
Response met with the researcher who led a brainstorming session with the goal of 
documenting job-related duties and tasks. The duties are also referred to as Course 
Competencies and the tasks are also referred to as Learning Objectives. Additional topics 
ofthe DACUM session included discussion regarding a Course Description, Course Pre­
requisites, Core Abilities and Indicators, and Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies. 
The experts in Hazardous Materials training and response that served on the 
DACUM panel began their discussion with the Course Description for FIRE 152 ­
Hazardous Materials. The Course Description is an administrative item used by MATC in 
the course catalog, course syllabus, MATC website, and anywhere the course is 
advertised, listed, or described by MATC. The Course Description is a summary ofwho 
should take the course and what skills will be developed in the course. The next 
paragraph contains the Course Description for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
developed by the DACUM panel. 
Course Description 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials is intended for those persons who respond to 
releases or potential releases ofhazardous materials with the purpose ofcontrolling the 
leak. Hazardous Materials Technicians utilize chemical protective clothing and 
specialized control and monitoring equipment for the mitigation ofthe incident. This 
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Hazardous Materials Technician course provides knowledge and skills to analyze a 
hazardous materials incident, plan and implement a response, evaluate progress and 
developments, and tenninate the incident. 
Course Pre-requisites 
The DACUM panel of experts continued with a discussion ofCourse Pre­
requisites for FIRE-152 Hazardous Materials. The DACUM panel decided that the 
following three courses that are part of the MATC Fire Protection Technician Associate 
Degree program should be completed by students before enrolling in the FIRE-152 
Hazardous Materials course. 
• FIRE-139 Principles ofEmergency Service 
• FIRE-142 Firefighting Principles 
• FIRE-156 Strategies, Tactics, and Incident Management 
FIRE-139 Principles ofEmergency Service is an introductory course that allows 
the students to explore all aspects of the fire service. The many different types of 
emergencies that are part of firefighting are examined. Basic firefighter responsibilities 
and tasks that are perfonned at emergencies are included in the course. This all 
encompassing experience that the Fire Protection Technician student gains will provide 
needed insight into the complex multi-agency response that is typical at Hazardous 
Materials emergencies. 
FIRE-142 Firefighting Principles was selected as a pre-requisite course because 
successful completion by the Fire Protection Technician student results in the following 
Wisconsin State Firefighter certifications: 
• Firefighter Level I 
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• Self Contained Breathing Apparatus 
• Hazardous Materials First Responder Awareness 
• Hazardous Materials First Responder Operations 
Firefighter Level I is an intense 120 hour hands on basic firefighter course. On 
completion ofFirefighter Level I the Fire Protection Technician student has the skill, 
knowledge, abilities, and state certification to serve on the fire ground as a firefighter. 
The Fire Protection Technician student masters basic firefighting skills including: 
• Firefighter Safety 
• Fire Protective Clothing 
• Self Contained Breathing Apparatus 
• Emergency Scene Size Up 
• Hazard Identification and Risk Analysis 
• Fire Apparatus 
• Firefighting Tools and Equipment 
• Firefighting Strategies and Tactics 
• Hands on Firefighting 
An additional component of the Firefighter Level I certification is successful 
completion and certification in both Hazardous Materials First Responder Awareness and 
Hazardous Materials First Responder Operations. These two Hazardous Materials 
certifications are prerequisites to Hazardous Materials Technician training and 
certification. Successful completion of FIRE 152-Hazardous Materials results in 
Hazardous Materials Technician certification. 
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The third course pre-requisite detetmined by the DACUM panel ofHazardous 
Materials experts is FIRE-156 Strategies, Tactics, and Incident Management. This course 
provides the Fire Protection Technician student with the skills, knowledge, and abilities 
to organize and manage the many types of emergencies that fire fighters respond to. The 
Fire Protection Technician student will earn numerous National Incident Management 
System (NIMS) certifications as part of the successful completion ofthis course. These 
NIMS certifications are required of responders to Hazardous Materials Incidents. 
Course Competencies (Duties) andLearning Objectives (Tasks) 
The DACUM panel of experts continued with an analysis of the duties and tasks 
required ofan individual that responds to hazardous materials incidents. The DACUM 
panel developed twelve course competencies (duties) for the FIRE 152 - Hazardous 
Materials course. After completing the list of competencies, the DACUM panel identified 
the learning objectives (tasks) necessary to accomplish each of the duties. There are 
numerous tasks listed for each duty. A description of the course competencies and 
learning objectives that resulted from the DACUM are as follows: 
The first competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Describe 
the Hazardous Materials Management System. The learning objectives for this 
competency include introductory and background information for the Hazardous 
Materials students, Hazardous Materials terminology, and the components of the 
Hazardous Materials Management System. Laws, regulations, standards, and the standard 
of care as they apply to Hazardous Materials training, planning, and response is also 
examined. 
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The second competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Protect 
Health and Safety at Hazardous Materials Incidents. The learning objectives for this 
competency include discussion ofthe basic principles oftoxicology, and the seven types 
ofharm that result from exposure to hazardous materials. The hazardous materials 
student will also study the components of a medical surveillance program, a personal 
protective equipment program, a site safety plan, an incident action plan, and a 
rehabilitation section. 
The third competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Manage a 
Hazardous Materials Incident using the National Incident Management System (NIMS). 
The leaming objectives for this competency include discussion of the categories of 
participants at a hazardous materials incident and the organizational components of the 
Incident Command System. The concept ofUnified Command and the responsibilities of 
the Hazardous Materials Branch are also studied. 
The fourth competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Manage 
On-scene Operations at a Hazardous Materials Incident using the Eight Step Process. The 
leaming objectives for this competency include discussion ofthe eight functions ofthe 
Eight Step Process, as well as the critical success factors in managing the first hour of a 
hazardous materials incident. 
The fifth competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Initiate Site 
Management and Control Procedures. The learning objectives for this competency 
include terminology associated with site management and control, the six major tasks that 
must be implemented as part ofthe site management and control process, and the 
procedure for establishing command. Learning objectives that pertain to control 
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procedures include the guidelines for a safe approach and positioning ofemergency 
response personnel, setting up a staging area, implementation and use of an isolation 
perimeter, control zones, and public protection actions including evacuation and 
protection in place. 
The sixth competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Identify 
Hazardous Materials. The learning objectives for this competency include the principles 
of recognition, identification, verification, and classification, the seven identification 
methods (recognition clues), and placards, labels, markings, shipping documents, and 
facility documents. A study ofhazardous materials containers including bulk containers, 
non-bulk containers, radioactive materials containers, and fixed facility containers is also 
included. 
The seventh competency identified by the DAClJM panel of experts is to 
Evaluate Hazards and Risks. The learning objectives for this competency include the 
terms hazard and risk as well as the concept ofhazard assessment and risk evaluation. 
The physical and chemical properties of the nine classes ofhazardous materials, hazard 
and response information from primary resources, types of identification and monitoring 
equipment, test strips, and reagents, and the steps for determining response objectives are 
all studied in this section. 
The eighth competency identified by the DACUM panel ofexperts is to Select 
Personal Protective Clothing and Equipment. The learning objectives for this competency 
include terminology associated with personal protective clothing and equipment, the four 
levels ofpersonal protective equipment, factors to be considered in selecting chemical 
protective clothing and respiratory protection, and components of air-purifying 
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respirators and air supplied respirators. Students must also donn, breath, and doff 
respiratory protective equipment and donn, dofT, and inspect specialized personal 
protective clothing. 
The ninth competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Manage 
Information Resources. The learning objectives for this competency include describing a 
hazardous materials information management system, the types of information required 
to safely and effectively manage a hazardous materials incident, and procedures for 
coordinating internal and external resource groups at hazardous materials incidents. 
The tenth competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Implement 
Hazardous Materials Response Objectives. The learning objectives for this competency 
include developing a plan ofaction at a hazardous materials incident. The role of 
strategic goals and tactical objectives in the plan of action is discussed. Common 
confinement and containment methods are also practiced. 
The eleventh competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Set up 
a Decontamination Corridor. The learning objectives for this competency include 
terminology associated with decontamination including the difference between 
contamination and exposure, chemical and physical decontamination methods, and 
emergency, technical, and mass decontamination are examined. Students will establish a 
decontamination corridor as part of this competency. 
The twelfth competency identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to 
Terminate a Hazardous Materials Incident. The learning objectives for this competency 
include the five basic activities that comprise the termination process, the three criteria 
for terminating the emergency phase of a hazardous materials incident, and the steps for 
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transfer of command and control of the incident for post emergency response operations. 
The procedures for conducting an incident debriefing, post incident analysis, and incident 
critique are examined. The reporting and documentation requirements for hazardous 
materials incidents are also studied. 
The twelve Course Competencies (Duties) and Learning Objectives (Tasks) listed 
and described in the preceding paragraphs represent a comprehensive documentation of 
the responsibilities of responders to hazardous materials incidents. Successful mastery of 
these skills will result in the hazardous materials student receiving certification as a 
Hazardous Materials Technician. Hazardous Materials Technicians possess the training, 
skills, knowledge, abilities, and certification to respond to and work at hazardous 
materials incidents. 
Core Abilities and Indicators 
The DACUM panel of experts continued with an analysis of the Core Abilities 
and Indicators as they pertain to FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. Core Abilities are 
skills that allow students to continually adapt and learn. They have been called 
employability skills, soft skills, and professional attributes. Core Abilities are not tested 
for directly. Core Abilities are demonstrated and applied when completing lessons and 
improving skills. A description of the Core Abilities and Indicators that resulted from the 
DACUM are as follows. 
The first Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to 
Communicate Effectively. The Indicators for this Core Ability include use effective oral 
communication skills, use effective written communication skills, listen actively to 
others, derive meaning from text, and support viewpoints with evidence. 
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The second Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel ofexperts is to 
Collaborate with Others. The Indicators for this Core Ability include demonstrate respect 
in relating to people, and participate in shared problem solving. 
The third Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Respect 
Diversity. The Indicators for this Core Ability include appreciate perspectives ofpeople 
outside own background/culture, and work collaboratively with persons form other 
backgrounds/cultures. 
The fourth Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel ofexperts is to 
Demonstrate Responsibility. The Indicators for this Core Ability include attend classes as 
scheduled, tum in quality work, adhere to safety rules and regulations, act professionally 
to fulfill job duties with in chosen field, and demonstrate flexibility and self-directedness 
in learning. 
The fifth Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel ofexperts is to Think 
Critically. The Indicators for this Core Ability include present logical arguments, and 
evaluate sources of information to solve problems. 
The sixth Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel ofexperts is to Utilize 
Technology. The Indicators for this Core Ability include use technology to communicate, 
solve problems using technology, use appropriate technology to manage information, and 
recognize the impacts oftechnology. 
The seventh Core Ability identified by the DACUM panel of experts is to Apply 
Math and Science. The Indicators for this Core Ability include apply math concepts and 
principles appropriately, apply scientific concepts and principles appropriately, interpret 
meaning from quantitative data, and interpret meaning form scientific data. 
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Although these seven Core Abilities along with their Indicators are not a direct 
part of the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course, students enrolled in FIRE 152­
Hazardous Materials will be provided with many opportunities to develop and improve 
these all important employability skills, soft skills, and professional attributes that are 
valued in today's competitive job market. The Core Abilities and Indicators as listed 
possess exceptional meaning and value for the simple reason that they have been 
identified and listed by the DACUM panel of experts who have first hand experience in 
the field that the hazardous materials students are preparing to enter. Graduates that have 
improved and developed Core Abilities are usually the ones that have greater success 
finding jobs following graduation. 
Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
The final topic ofdiscussion by the DACUM panel of experts pertained to 
apparatus, equipment, and supplies needed to conduct the FIRE 152 - Hazardous 
Materials course. The discussion began with definitions ofapparatus, equipment, and 
supplies as they relate to the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. Apparatus will 
represent a vehicle with the purpose of storing and moving the items that make up the 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials inventory (equipment and supplies). Equipment will 
represent those items in the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials inventory that are re-usable 
and purchased using budgeted funds. Supplies are those items in the FIRE 152­
Hazardous Materials budget that are used once and disposed ofwhen finished. 
The DACUM panel recommended procuring an enclosed utility trailer to serve 
the purpose of a Hazardous Materials apparatus. The reasons for this recommendation 
include low initial cost and minimal amount ofmaintenance. A trailer will serve the same 
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purpose as a motor driven vehicle (truck). It is not likely that the Hazardous Materials 
apparatus will be moved very often. A trailer can be pulled quite easily with a small 
towing vehicle such as a pick up truck. A lot oftime and money will be saved in both the 
short term and long term with the selection of a utility trailer. 
The equipment needs for FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials is quite extensive. Not 
only are there many different items that need to be procured, but the items need to be 
procured in large quantities because of the nature of conducting classes with up to 30 
students enrolled in a class section. Large class sizes will necessitate large numbers of 
equipment items. The DACUM experts listed the equipment needs by category and 
recommended that the individual selection of items to be purchased be decided by the 
Hazardous Materials instructors. The equipment categories recommended by the 
DACUM panel includes: 
• Chemical Protective Clothing 
• Decontamination Equipment 
• Instrumentation 
• Confinement and Containment Equipment 
• Drum Handling and Product Transfer Equipment 
Expendable supplies will be requested along with normal supply orders in the Fire 
Protection Technician program. Expendable supplies include: 
• Pens, Pencils, Markers, Clipboards and Paper 
• Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and Report Forms 
• Red and Yellow Safety Barrier Tape 
• Batteries 
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Chapter V: Discussion 
Introduction 
The fire science and fire certification curriculums used by the sixteen Technical 
Colleges in the State ofWisconsin were evaluated by the Wisconsin Technical College 
System (WTCS). Similarities and discrepancies were noted and updated fire science 
curriculum guidelines were developed. The fire science curriculum updates established 
by the WTCS can be summarized as follows: 
•	 "Fire Science" changed to "Fire Protection Technician" 
•	 Certification can be earned as part of a course taken for credit towards Fire 
Protection Technician degree. 
•	 All credits earned toward Fire Protection Technician degree will transfer to the 
Bachelor in Fire and Emergency Response Management degree offered at the 
University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh. 
•	 Course requirements for the Fire Protection Technician degree will be 
standardized within the WTCS. (WTCS Fire Protection Technician - Aligned 
Program Summary, 2006). 
The WTCS is standardizing the course requirements for Fire Protection 
Technician earned at any of the sixteen Technical Colleges that are part of the WTCS 
including Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC). The proposed changes that will 
affect Hazardous Materials education, training, and certification are as follows: 
•	 FIRE 105 - The Chemistry ofHazardous Materials. 
Eliminate this three credit course that is presently required for the Associate of 
Applied Science Degree - Fire Science. 
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•	 FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response. 
Eliminate this three credit course that is presently required for the Associate of 
Applied Science Degree - Fire Science. 
•	 FIRE 415 - Hazardous Materials Operations 
Course will remain unchanged. Successful completion ofthis 24-hour course will 
result in Wisconsin State Certification as Hazardous Materials First Responder 
Operations. 
•	 FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials 
New four~credit course will replace FIRE 105 - Chemistry ofHazardous 
Materials and FIRE 106 - Hazardous Materials Incident Response. Successful 
completion ofFIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials will include Wisconsin State 
Certification Hazardous Materials Technician. (WTCS Fire Protection Technician 
- Aligned Program Summary, 2006). 
Purpose ofStudy 
The purpose of this study is to assess the needs of the four credit FIRE 152­
Hazardous Materials course, which is a requirement to graduate with a Fire Protection 
Technician degree from MATC. Information was gathered using a DACUM. DACUM is 
an acronym for Developing A CurriculUM (Benkowski, 2004). The DACUM was 
composed ofprofessional Firefighters from the Milwaukee Metropolitan area that have 
experience in hazardous materials training and response. The results of the DACUM are 
being used to develop the four credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. Course 
components that need to be developed include: 
•	 Course Description 
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•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WIDS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
Problem Statement 
The problem being studied is a needs assessment for the new four credit course 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials. This course will be required for students completing a 
Fire Protection Technician degree at MATC. The researcher will be able to provide the 
following instructional tools when this research is completed: 
•	 Course Description 
•	 Course Pre-requisites 
•	 Course Competencies (Duties) 
•	 Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
•	 Core Abilities and Indicators 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies Inventory 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WIDS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
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The scope ofthis research study that pertains to the four credit MATC Fire 
Protection Technician course FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials is intended to provide 
guidance in developing all of the instructional tools listed above. 
Summary ofStudy Procedures 
The experts that served on the DACUM panel are hazardous materials responders 
and trainers from fire departments serving the metropolitan Milwaukee area. The 
majority of students that enroll in the MATC Fire Protection Technician program are 
either current or future members ofmetropolitan Milwaukee fire departments. The four 
credit FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course will have additional meaning and value to 
the fire departments served by MATC because of the participation of their members as 
experts on the DACUM panel. 
A great deal of information is needed to organize and conduct the four credit 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. The State ofWisconsin is providing initial 
guidance for development of the course. Supplemental information not supplied by the 
State ofWisconsin and needed to organize and conduct the four credit FIRE 152­
Hazardous Materials course was gathered using a DACUM. The results ofthe DACUM 
will be used to develop the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. Course components 
developed during the DACUM session include: 
• Course Description 
• Course Pre-requisites 
• Course Competencies (Duties) 
• Course Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
• Core Abilities and Indicators 
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Course components that will be developed using information from the DACUM 
session include: 
•	 Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies 
•	 Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System 
(WlDS) 
•	 Course Syllabus 
Conclusions 
The information gathered using the DACUM was very useful. The Course 
Description, Course Pre-requisites, Course Competencies, Course Learning Objectives, 
and Core Abilities and Indicators were developed during the DACUM session. Valuable 
information regarding Course Apparatus, Equipment, and Supplies was gathered at the 
DACUM and will be used to procure a Hazardous Materials Equipment Trailer, and 
prepare hazardous materials equipment and supply budgets and inventories. The Course 
Description, Course Pre-requisites, Course Competencies, Course Learning Objectives, 
and Core Abilities and Indicators will all be integrated into a Course Syllabus and a 
Course Outcome Summary using the Worldwide Instructional Design System (WlDS). 
Recommendations 
The DACUM provided a tremendous amount of information that is being used to 
organize and conduct the FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials course. The results ofthis 
research provide a major step forward in the development of the FIRE 152 - Hazardous 
Materials course. There are a few necessary items that still need to be developed before 
the course can be conducted. Instructional aids, hands on learning activities, and student 
assessment tools are the next logical step in the development ofthe course. The 
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information gathered during the DACUM will assist the researcher with the development 
of these items. 
The instructional aids that need to be developed include a complete set of 
powerpoint presentations to use when discussing the subject matter found in the textbook. 
The Course Competencies (Duties) and Learning Objectives (Tasks) developed by the 
DACUM will be used as the topics for the powerpoint presentation series. 
The hands on learning activities will include information gathering and 
documentation exercises that will likely be conducted in a classroom setting. Other hands 
on learning activities will likely include safe scene approach, recognition and 
identification, notification, hazard assessment and risk evaluation, selecting personal 
protective clothing and equipment, information management and resource coordination, 
implementing response objectives, decontamination, and terminating the incident. The 
hands on learning activities will first be conducted as individual exercises. As the course 
nears completion, the individual hands on learning activities will be grouped together into 
simulated hazardous materials incidents. 
Student assessment tools that need to be developed include unit quizzes and major 
exams. The students are required to pass a multiple choice question and answer state 
certification exam in order to be granted Hazardous Materials Technician certification. 
Weekly quizzes and regularly scheduled exams will help prepare the students for the state 
certification exam. 
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Appendix A: MA TC Fire Science AAS 
:ONTAcr us J06$ SIT!' MAP 
Fire Sctence 
~1It1t In Applied SCIence Degree - O.k Creek CBmpus 
Program COde: 10-503-1 
This page was last updated In March 2007. 
overview - Are Sdence Is an associate degree program designed to prepare you fc 
employment with a fire lighting agency. The program's curr1culum Is directed at helpl 
develop mature, knowledge-based Judgment In fire department administration and fli 
prevention and suppression. The objectives of the program are twofold: to alford op~ 
to qualified high school graduates who wish to be employed as firefighters or In relat, 
where knowledge of fire technology Is essential; and to update certifted firefighters a 
officers on new and advanced ftre ftghtlng techniques, possibly to take advantage of 
promotional opportunities, 
c.r_ Outlook - fire technol09Y IS becoming more complex, and the problems an. 
responSibilities of the fire service are becoming increasingly demanding. Therelvre, V\o 
and educated flreftghters are being sought by public and private concerns alike. Pravl 
can pass the requlned medical, physical, and/or wr1tten tests, thIs pr09ram could leae 
employment with a 'local fire department. Typically, program graduates qualify Ivr an 
level fire lighting position, with advancement potential through competitive examlnat 
opportunities also exist with Industrial plants having safety and fire prevention depar' 
ca.... PrepIIrlItIon IIIId Expected L.eBmlng 0UtaHna - Employers expect you 
program graduate to be able to: 
• Apply skills to identify and solve flreflghtlng problems 
• Apply tactics and strategies to emergency fire Incidents 
• Utilize ftre protective equipment 
• Demonstrate ftre safety procedures 
• Determine causes of fires 
• Demonstrate knowledge of arson investigation procedures 
• Respond to emergenctes related to hazardous materials 
• Demonstrate ability to function as a member of a team 
• Demonstrate physical fitness and ~ealth consctousness 
PrepBnltion for Admission -lhe follOwing are required for admission to the progl 
• A high school diploma or GED 
• One year or high school-level algebra 
• Demonstration of proftctency In basic skills through a course placement a~ 
Additional courses In chemistry and other sciences would be helpful. A good meehanl 
aptltude Is also Important. Because fire fighting Is a physically demanding career thaI 
you to pass a rlgorous physical endurance examination, you should be In excellent pt 
condition and have no disabilltles that would predude you from admiSSion Into fire se 
Future Opportunities - If you are Interested in a baccalaureate degree upon comp" 
.the prognlm, check with a program counselor or adVisor, and the Institution you plan 
regarding the transfer of MATe credits. 
http://maIc.eduldocwnents.!catalog/Fire_Science_AAS_Degree.html 10/24/2007 
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Thla program wHl tr-'er to one or more four-veer Indutlons. 
........... Cllreen:
 
FIrelighter 
industrial FIre Prevention 
Jndustr1a1 safety 
CrIminal Justice - Law Enhlrcement· 
For more Infonnatlon, call 414-571-4500. 
Curr1wlum effectlve 2007-2008. 
TECHNICAL STUDIES 
( ) = Semester Order hlr Full-Time Students 
(l) FlRE-I39 PrInciples of Emergency Services 
(1) FlRE-I42 RreIlghtlng PrInciples 
(1) FlRE-I43 Building Construction 
(2) FlRE-I47 Rre Protection System * 
(2) FlRE-I56 Strategies, Tactics and Inddent Management * 
(2) EMS-I44 EMf Basics ror FIre * 
(3) FlRE-I09 Emergency and Disaster Planning * 
(3) FIRE-lSI Fire Preventlon * 
(3) FlRE-I52 Hazardous Materials * 
(3) FIRE-ISS Fire Proted:lon Hydraulics * 
(4) FIRE-1l4 Employability Sldlls '" 
(4) FlRE-1l6 Rre Department Management * 
(4) FIRE-IS7 Rre Investlgallon * 
GI!NI!RAL STUDIES 
ECON-19S Economla 
OR Any ZOO-series ECON Course 
ENG-lSI end Communication Skills 1 * 
ENG-IS2 Communication Skills 2 * 
OR ENG-201 and any 200-ser1es ENG or SPEEOI course 
MATH-I06 Introductlon to College Math 
OR Any 200-serles MA7H course 
NATSCJ-I77 General Anatomy and Physiology 
PSYCH-I99 Psychology of Human Relations 
OR Any 200-serles PSYCH course 
SOCSCJ.l72 Race, Ethnlclty and Diversity Studies 
OR SOCSCl-217 Valuing Diversity 
l!ucnYII COURSI!S: TbnIIt Cf1IdIt8 Required (Suggesttons listed below) 
FlRE-l04 Rre InternshIp * 
FlANG-117 Conversatlonal Spanish hlr ServIce Occupations 1 
PHYED-210 An ActIve Approach to We/lne.55 and fitness 
TOTAL CREDITS: 70 
PrOg'rBm cumwlum requirements are subject to change. 
* Prerequisite Required. 
NOTE: Students who have not been accepted, or have not decided on a program, ma' 
with GENERAL EDUCATION courses, If course prerequisites have been met, 
http://matc.eduldocumentslcatalogIFire_Science_AAS_Degree.html 1012412007 
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Appendix B: WTCS Fire Protection Technician 
WTCS FIRE PROTECTION TECHNICIAN 
Aligned Program Summary 
Program Information 
Program Number 10-503-2 
InstnJctiolJll1 Level Associate Degree 
Program Manager Greg Hanehar 
Program Outcomes 
1.	 Demonstrate professional eonduct by displaying personal code of ethics, positive work ethics, 
flexibility, teamwork skills, physical fitness, safe procedures, and sensitivity to diverse cultures 
and individuals 
2.	 Perfonn fire prevention al:tivities including prephmning, public education, inspection, and 
investigation 
3.	 Apply incident management skills to emergency incidents 
4.	 Meet professional fire and EMS credentialing standards 
5.	 Communicate clearly and efflX:tively both veIbally and through written documentation with 
clients, coworkers, other agencies, and supervisors 
Program Detail 
Technical Studies Core Course Credits 37 
Additional Technical Studies Credits 
(Flexible to meet district needs) 
8 
Electives 3 
General Studies 21 
Tolal 69 
PrOllides the components of building construction 
that relate to fire and Ife safe . 
@CopyrightWisconsin Technical College System . ,­ Fire Protection Technician 
Current Dale: 6128106 
• ". 
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Describes baSiC fire behevior. techniques used to 
0001 structural and related fire emergencies, and 
Ife safety practices. Students perform aI practical 
oIutions necessary to control and extinguish fires 
nd otherwise meet all requirements tor Flreflghter 
I certiIlcalion with the State of Wisconsin. 
one 
None 
NoneExamines characteristics relating to hazardous 
materials including problems of recognition and 
mitigation. Prepares students to Hazardous 
Materials Technician Level. 
4 Provides information relating to the featul'9S of 
and operation of lire detection and 
ession ems. 
410-503-152 
Hazardous ""'riale 
10·503-147 
Fire Protection Systems 
10-503-1 fi1 
Fire Investigation CJProvides learners with the fundamentals and CJnieal knowledge needed for proper fire scene r.===========l p-:lnv;;;,;es;;,tiga.~li=ons==. ~==.===;===o::==.=:=~i:7====a 
10-503-151 DProvides fundamentallnlorrnation regarding the 
Fire Prevention . istory and philosophy of fire prevention, 
rganization and operallon of a fire prevention 
ureau, use of fire codes, and identification and 
rraction of fire hazards. Meets aD requirements 
r Fire Inspector I certification with the state of 
ll===;==,,=,=~====l i~lscon;;;;~s1~n~.o====:=:,==:=:====:===-ll=c=:==:=o::==ll 
10-503-155 DProvides a foundation of knowledge in order to Fire Rghting 
ire Protec:1ion understand the principles of the use of water in fire Principles 
raulles roteclion. Meets all of the requirements for DrIVer May be 
perator-Pumper certification with the stale of requireclto 
isconsin. blain a COL 
leamer's 
ermit 
10-503-139 
Principles 01 Emergency 
Sarvic:ee 
Principles of Emergency 
SVC8) 
:3 None 
Itrotat 
Il:I Copyright Wisconsin Tectlnical College System ·2­ Fire Proiection Technician 
Currant Date: 6128106 
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Additional Technical Studies Courses 
• 8 additional technical studies course credits 
• Courses will be offered and developed based on district need and interest 
Electives 
At least three elective credits are required for this progmm 
General Education Courses 
At least 21 credits of General Education System-wide core COlll1lCS are to be selected to satisfy the 
requirements for the General Studies category. The credits are to be selected from the following 
categories of General Education: 
Communications (Instructional area 80I) 6 credits 
Social Scic:oce (most of instructional area 809) 3 credits 
Behavioral Science (the psychology courses in 809) 3 credits 
Math (instructional lima 804) At least 3 credits 
Science (instructional area 806) At least 3 credits 
Additional General Education Core Coones 3 credits (If needed 
to achieve the 21 
credits) 
Not all the colleges will offer all 36 of the System-lI'ide core counea in General Education. Ifa student 
has completed the requirements in the approprillle categories in General Education at one college and then 
transfers to" another. the receiving institution must accept COIlI'Ses completed prior to transfer. 
Note: No math or 8clence courees ere .peclflcally named. Thentfore, colleges ag'" to 
transfer In ANY Math or Science cou..... from the System-wide core cou.... IN, are at 
Iea8t 3 credits. 
Certifications / ~ 
The program prepares learners foc certifications as follows: 
:;Medi?r 1 .."ad;i:,D f 
~pY' 
&'m-r 
o Copyright Wisconsin TllCIlnical College System • 3- Fire Prot8Cllon Technician 
Current Date; 6r.!8106 
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Appendix C: MATe Fire Protection Technician 
NTArT lIS .J005 SHt: MAP 
AtaGI_ 
Fire Protection Technician 
2007·2008 
Fire Protection Technician 
Back to degrees 
Tedlnology and Applied 5clenc:ell Division 
AssocIate Degree 
campus Choices:
 
oak Creek (day/evening): 414-456-5310
 
"It Dete8: August/January 
Spedal Admllllllon Requl...ment8: Algebra, or working firefighter 
Program Code: 10-503-1 
Detailed Program Information: 
~~!l?:!m-~!LBeQ!Il!.'m!~ 
;m9Jt-09 .c-9!L~'t!!.eglllr!~-,!!~1;i 
l11e Are Protection Ted1nlclan degree IJI'OlIram prepares students for employment In 
service aod/or lire-related functions In private IndUstry. l11e program instructs qualill 
school graduates who are seeking a career in the lire servk:e, and updates firelighter 
officers on new and advanced IlreflghUng techniques. l11roughout the program, stlldt 
have the opportunity to obtain five Wisconsin certifications which el<ceed entry-level 
requirements and which will better prepare them rOr career advancement. Because fi 
is a physically demanding career, students also are given the opportunity to take a ti 
physical agility test (CPAT), which Is recognized as the minimum physical standard fo 
Into most departments. Core skills Indude the ability to work under stress and Intera< 
effectively with people, be II team player, and have basic mechanicaillptitude. 
For more Information, e-mail JDfo@matc.edu 
Call the AdmiSSIons Information Office at 4J4­
297-6000 if you have questions about MATe 
programs. 
Thi~ program mee's several imponant Cil 
~R~Jli!lt~fQr J':J!:!s~eJ~ tR~ql!jr~ earn a !;rnart Ch9i!:~ d••ignatlon.
LaO in) Find out why. 
TEXT ONLY ESPANOL PRIVACY © 2007 MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
http://mat£.edulstudentlofferingsIFireo/o20Protectiono/o20Techmcian.html 1012412007 
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, 
FIRE PROTECTION TECHNICIAN 
FA2007/08 
SUB CREDITS CERTIFICATIONTITLECOURSE [OLD COURSE) 
SEMESTER 1
 
PrInciples·of Servic:ea 3
100
FIRE-139
 
4
 F....fighter Level I
 
FIRE-143
 
Flrefighting PrinciplesFIRE-142
 
108
 Buildina Construction 3
 
CommunIcations SldRs 1
 3
ENG-151
 
General and Phvsloloav 4
NATSCI-1n 
SEMESTER CREDITS 17
 
SEMESTER 2
 
FIRE-147
 Fire Protection SyStems 115
 4
 
FIRE-156
 , Tactics and Incident Me 4
102
 NIMS TrIIlnlng
 
EMS-144
 EMS-301 . Basic Emergency Medical Technician 4
 EMT-B L1censelCPR
 
ENG-152
 Communications SkIUs 2
 3
 
Introduction to CoIIeae Mathematics 3
MATH-106
 
SEMESTER CREDITS 18
 
SEMESTER 3
 
FIRE-151
 Fire Prevention 4
 F.... Inspector t
 
FIRE-152
 Hazardous MaterialS 105
 HazMat Technician
 
FIRE-155
 
4
 
Fire Protection Hydraulics 101
 4
 DrIver: -Pumper
 
FIRE-109
 Emergency and Disaster Planning NIMS Training
 
PSYCH-199
 
3
 
Psvcholoav of Human Relations 3
 
-SEMESTER CREDITS 18
 
SEMESTER 4
 
FIRE-157
 110
 Fire Invest gatlon 3
 
FIr8 Depar rnent ManagementFIRE-116
 3
 
Employabl tty SkillsFIRE-114
 2
 C·PAT
 
SOCSCI-172
 Race. Ethnic and Diversity Studies 3
 
ECON-195
 Economics 3
 
FIRE-999
 Elective 3
 
Suaaested: FirefIGhter Level II Internship 
SEMESTER CREDITS 17 
~-.-
TOTAL PROGRAM CREDITS 70
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Appendix D: WTCS Hazardous Materials Technician Requirements 
~ WISCONSIN ~ 
TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SYSTEM 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
 
TECHNICIAN COURSE REQUIREMENTS
 
1.	 LEAD INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICIATIONS - Must be a Hazardous Materials Technician 
for at least 3 years, completed the NIMS 300 Level Training, and have attended the 
Train-the-Trainer for this course. Subsequent Lead Instructors will need to meet the 
same reqUIrements and have job shadowed the delivery of this course. 
2.	 The OVD Series by the Emergency Film Group is required for this course. A joint 
purchase of at least 9 entities win allow for a 25% discount of the $ 1,650 retail price. 
3.	 A Ust of required equipment and handouts per session should be proVided to the 
instructor In advance. 
4.	 Basic chemistry has been added to this course to enhance the understanding of basic 
chemistry principles for the student ' 
5.	 Weather conditions must be taken into consideration when planning the course 
delivery. 
6.	 The State Haz-mat Matrix has been added to Chapter 1. 
7.	 Language informing the student of required study time outside of the course schedule 
should be shared with the students when the course Is announced. 
8.	 The eight-step process found In the FIeld Operations Guide is only one model of many 
processes available but is used in the course as only an example. Colleges will need to 
have 3-4 copies of the F.O.G. available for shared student use during the course 
(students will not be required to purchase their own copy of the F.O.G.). 
9.	 A copy of the Periodic Table should be provided for each student. 
10.	 Performance Skil sheets must be completed for each student during the COUI$El and a 
completed set should be provided to the student upon course completion. 
11.	 A final exam is to be administered at the end of each COUrse with a passing score of 
70. This test If failed can be taken by the student up to 2 ITlOr8 times within 2 years of 
completing the last day of the course. Wisconsin Association Of Hazardous Materials 
Responders has provided the course final test bank from PTS. The WTCS FST Office 
will send out several copies of final exams w/answer keys for use by the district. The 
districts will be responsible for administering and scoring the final written exam. 
Student scores should be promptly shared with the WTCS Fire Education Director. 
12. A copy of the transcriptllinaJ grade should be added to the student portfolio along the 
completed skill sheets (this is for students not sponsored by an employer). Students 
attending on behalf of an employer will only have a passlfail report and the completed 
skill sheets provided. 
DlIIliel Clancy, President 
4622 University Avenue. P.O. Box 7874 Madison. Wisconsin 53707-7874 
Telephone: 608.266.1207 TTY: 608.267.2483 Fax: 608.266.1690 
E-mail: infoOwtcsystem.edu Web: www.wtcsystem.edu www.wltechcolleges.org 
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Appendix E: DACUMResults
 
DACUM Results
 
Fire Protection Technician
 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials
 
Milwaukee Area Technical College
 
The following is a listing of the results obtained from the DACUM research 
activity conducted for the Fire Protection Technician, FIRE - 152 Hazardous Materials 
course at Milwaukee Area Technical College. 
Course Description 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials is intended for those persons who respond to 
releases or potential releases ofhazardous materials with the purpose of controlling the 
leak. Hazardous Materials Technicians utilize chemical protective clothing and 
specialized control and monitoring equipment for the mitigation of the incident. This 
Hazardous Materials Technician course provides knowledge and skills to analyze a 
hazardous materials incident, plan and implement a response, evaluate progress and 
developments, and terminate the incident. 
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Course Pre-requisites 
FIRE-139 Principles ofEmergency Service
 
FIRE-142 Firefighting Principles
 
FIRE-156 Strategies, Tactics, and Incident Management
 
Course Competencies <Duties> and Learning Objectives (Tasks) 
Competency (Duty) 
•	 Objective (Task) 
De~cribe the Hazardous Materials Management System 
•	 Define Hazardous Materials terminology. 
•	 Identify laws, regulations, and standards that impact hazardous materials 
emergency planning and response operations. 
•	 Describe the concept of standard ofcare as it applies to hazardous 
materials training, planning, and response. 
•	 Describe the components ofthe hazardous materials management system 
for managing the hazardous materials problem. 
Protect Health and Safety 
•	 Describe basic principles of toxicology. 
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•	 List the seven types ofharm that result from exposure to hazardous 
materials. 
•	 List the components of a medical surveillance program. 
•	 List the components ofa personal protective equipment program. 
•	 List the components ofa site safety plan. 
•	 List the components ofan incident action plan. 
•	 List the components of a rehabilitation section. 
Use the National Incident Management System (NIMS) 
•	 List the categories ofparticipants at a hazardous materials incident. 
•	 List the organizational components ofthe Incident Command System. 
•	 Explain the concept ofUnified Command. 
•	 List the responsibilities ofthe Hazardous Materials Branch. 
Manage On-scene Operations using the Eight Step Process 
•	 List the eight functions of the Eight Step Process. 
•	 Describe the critical success factors in managing the first hour of a 
hazardous materials incident. 
Initiate Site Management and Control Procedures 
•	 Define terminology associated with Site Management and Control. 
•	 List the six major tasks that must be implemented as part ofthe Site 
Management and Control process. 
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•	 Describe the procedure for establishing command. 
•	 Describe the guidelines for a safe site approach and positioning of 
emergency response personnel. 
•	 Describe staging and its significance in controlling emergency response 
resources. 
•	 Describe the implementation and use of an Isolation Perimeter. 
•	 Describe the establishment and use of Control Zones. 
•	 Describe the implementation and use ofPublic Protection Actions. 
•	 Describe four situations that justify a full-scale evacuation. 
•	 Describe the four critical issues that must be addressed to effectively 
manage a full-scale evacuation. 
Identify Hazardous Materials 
•	 Explain the principles ofRecognition, Identification, Verification, and 
Classification. 
•	 List the seven Identification Methods (Recognition Clues). 
•	 Identify Placards, Labels, Markings, Shipping Documents, and Facility 
Documents. 
•	 Identify design features, construction features, and hazardous materials 
typically found in examples of non-bulk containers. 
•	 Identify design features, construction features, and hazardous materials 
typically found in examples ofbulk containers. 
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•	 Identify the radioactive materials packages by type, and one typical 
radioactive material found in each package. 
•	 Identify design features, construction features, and approximate capacity 
of fixed facility containers. 
Evaluate Hazards and Risks 
•	 Define the terms Hazard and Risk. 
•	 Describe the concept ofHazard Assessment and Risk Evaluation. 
•	 Identify the physical and chemical properties of the nine classes of 
hazardous materials. 
•	 Describe the hazard and response information available from primary 
resources. 
•	 Describe the types of identification and monitoring equipment, test strips, 
and reagents used to determine specific hazards. 
•	 Describe the steps for determining response objectives (defensive, 
offensive, non-intervention). 
Select Personal Protective Clothing and Equipment 
•	 Define the terminology associated with Personal Protective Clothing. 
•	 Describe the four levels of personal protective equipment. 
•	 Describe the factors to be considered in selecting chemical protective 
clothing. 
• Describe the factors to be considered in selecting respiratory protection. 
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•	 Describe the components of air-purifying respirators and air supplied 
respirators. 
•	 Perform donning, breathing, and doffing procedures using respiratory 
protective equipment. 
•	 Perform donning, doffing, and inspection procedures using specialized 
personal protective clothing. 
Manage Information and Resources 
•	 Describe hazardous materials information management systems. 
•	 Describe the types of information required to safely and effectively 
manage a hazardous materials incident. 
•	 Describe the procedures for coordinating internal and external resource 
groups at hazardous materials incidents. 
Implement Hazardous Materials Response Objectives 
•	 Develop a plan ofaction at a hazardous materials incident. 
•	 Describe the role of strategic goals and tactical objectives in a hazardous 
materials incident plan ofaction. 
•	 Describe common confinement and containment methods. 
Set up a Decontamination Corridor 
•	 Define the terminology associated with Decontamination. 
•	 Define Contamination and Exposure. 
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•	 Describe chemical and physical decontamination methods. 
•	 Establish a decontamination corridor. 
•	 Describe emergency, technical, and mass decontamination. 
Implement the Hazardous Materials Incident Termination Process 
•	 List the five basic activities that comprise the Termination process. 
•	 List three criteria for terminating the emergency phase of a hazardous 
materials incident. 
•	 List the steps for transfer of command and control of the incident for post 
emergency response operations. 
•	 Describe the procedure for conducting an incident debriefing. 
•	 Describe the procedure for conducting a post incident analysis. 
•	 Describe the components of an incident critique. 
•	 Describe reporting and documentation requirements for hazardous 
materials incidents. 
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Core Abilities and Indicators 
Core Ability 
• Indicator 
Communicate Effectively 
• Use effective oral communication skills 
• Use effective Written communication skills 
• Listen actively to others 
• Derive meaning from text 
• Support viewpoints with evidence 
Collaborate with Others 
• Demonstrate respect in relating to people 
• Participate in shared problem solving 
Respect Diversity 
• Appreciate perspectives ofpeople outside own background/culture 
• Work collaboratively with persons from other backgrounds/cultures 
Demonstrate Responsibility 
• Attend classes as scheduled 
• Tum in quality work 
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• Adhere to safety rules and regulations 
• Act professionally to fulfill job duties within chosen field 
• Demonstrate flexibility and self-directedness in learning 
Think Critically 
• Present logical arguments 
• Evaluate sources of information to solve problems 
Utilize Technology 
• Use technology to communicate 
• Solve problems using technology 
• Use appropriate technology to mange information 
• Recognize the impacts of technology 
Apply Math and Science 
• Apply math concepts and principles appropriately 
• Apply scientific concepts and principles appropriately 
• Interpret meaning from quantitative data 
• Interpret meaning from scientific data 
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Appendix G: FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials WIDS Course Outcome Summary 
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FIRE 152 • Hazardous Materials 
Course Outcome Summary 
Milwaukee Area Technical College 
Information 
Project Type Course 
COu.... Number ARE 152 
CtecIts 4 
Contact Hours 64 
InstruclJomll Area FIIll Technology 
In8IruI:tionIll LfW8I Associate Degree 
DlvIaion Technical 
Developenl Thomas A. Plevak 
Types of Instruction 
~ 7_01_ 
lassroom Presentation 
otels 
CredIts 
4 
4 
Target Population 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materiels is a required course in the Fire Protection Technician program at 
Milwaukee Area Technical CoUege . This four credit course Is offered to students enrolled in their third 
semester of the four semester Fire Protection l'echnician Program. 
Description 
FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials is intended for those; persons who respond to releases or potential 
releases of Hazardous Materials with the purpose of contnlUing the leak. Hazardous Materials 
Technicians utilize chemical protBctive clothing and specialized control and monitoring equipment for 
the mitigation of the incident. This Hazardous Materials Technician course provides knowledge and 
skills to analyze a Hazardous Materials Incident, plan and implement a response. evaluate progress 
and developments. and terminate the incident. 
Prerequisites 
1. FIRE 139 - Principles of Emergency Service 
2. FIRE 142 - Fire Fighting Principles 
3. FIRE 156 - Strategies. TactiCS, and Incident Management 
Exit Learning Outcomes Addressed In This Course 
OCCupational Duties and Tasks 
• Describe the Hazardous Materials Management System 
Task8 
Define Hazardous Materials terminology.
 
Identify Laws. Regulations, and Standards that impact Hazardous Materials emergency
 
planning and response operations.
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DescrIbe the concept of Standard of Care as it applies to Hazardous Materials training,
 
pI...ning, and response.
 
Describe the components of the Hazardous MaterIals Management System for managing
 
the Hazardous Materials problem. .
 
.. Protect Health and Safety 
Taaks 
Describe basic principles of Toxicology.
 
Uet the seven types of hann that result from exposure to Hazardous Materials.
 
Liet the components of a Medieal Surveillance Program.
 
Uet the components of a Personal Protective Equipment Program.
 
Uet the components of a Site Safety Plan.
 
Ust the components of an Incident Action Plan.
 
Wst the components of a Rehabilltalon S~on.
 
.. Use the National Incident Management System (NIMS) 
Tasks 
Wet the categories of participants at a Hazardous Materials Incident.
 
Wet the organizational components of the Incident Command System.
 
Explain the concept of Unified Command.
 
Uat the responsibilites of the Haz Mat Branch.
 
Manage On-scene Oparations using the Eight Step Process 
Tas1c8 
Ust the eight functions of the Eight step Process. 
Describe the aitical success factors In managing the tirat hour of a Hazardous Materials 
Incident. 
Initiate Site Management and Control Operations 
Tasks 
DefIne terminology associated with Site Management and Control. 
List the six major tasks that must be implemented as part of the Site Management and
 
Control process.
 
Describe the procedure for Establishing Command.
 
Describe the guidelines for a safe alta approach and positioning of emergency response
 
personnel.
 
Describe Staging and its significance in controlling emergency response resources.
 
DescrIbe the implementation and use of an Isolation Perimeter.
 
Describe the establishment and use of Control Zones.
 
DescrIbe the implementation and use of Public Protection Actions.
 
Describe four sltuation81hat justify a fuII..scaIe evacuation.
 
Describe the four critical ~ that must be addressed to effectively manage a full-scale
 
evacuation.
 
Identify Hazardous Materials
 
Taallll
 
Explain the principles of Recognition, Identification, Verification, and Classification.
 
Uet the seven Identification Methods (Recognition Clues).
 
Identify Placards, Labels, Martdngs, Shipping Documents, and Facility Documents.
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IdentifY design features, construction futures, and Hazardous Materlals typically found in 
examples of non-bulk containers.
 
Identify design features. construction features, and Hazardous Materials typically found in
 
examples of bulk containers.
 
Identify the RadioactiVe Materiala packages by type, and one typical Radioactive Material
 
found in each package.
 
Identify design features, construction fe&tures, and aproximate capacity of Fixed Facility
 
Containers.
 
• Evaluate Hazards and Risks 
Tasks 
Define the terms Hazard and Risk.
 
Describe the concept of Hazard A8ses8ment and Risk Evaluation.
 
Identify the physical and chemical properties of the nine classes of Hazardous Materials.
 
Describe the hazard and response information available from primary resources.
 
Desaibe the typM of identific:atlon and monitoring equipment, test strips, and reagents used
 
to determine specific hazards. 
Describe the steps for determining response objectives (defensive, offensive. non­
intervention). 
Select Personal Protective Clothing and Equipment 
Tasks 
Define the terminology associated with Personal Protective Clothing.
 
DescrIbe the four levels of Personal Protective Equipment
 
Describe the factors to be considered in selecting Chemical Protective Clothing.
 
Describe the factors 10 be considered in seIeding Respiratory Protection. '
 
Describe the components of air-purifying respirators and air supplied respirators.
 
Pelform donning, breathing, and doffing procedures using Respiratory Protective
 
Equipment.
 
Perform donning, doffing, and in8pedion procedures using Personal Protective Clothing.
 
• Manage Infonnation and Resources 
Tasks 
Describe the types of information required to 88fe1y and effectively manage a Hazardous
 
Materials Incident
 
Describe Hazardous Materiala Information Management Systems.
 
Describe the procedures for coordinating internal and external resource groups at
 
Hazardous Materials Incidents.
 
Implement Hazardous Materials Response ObjecliYes 
Tasks 
DeveJop a Plan of Action at a Hazardous Materials Incident. 
Describe the role of Strategic Go8Is and Tactical Objectives in a Hazardous Materials Plan
 
of Action.
 
Describe common Confinement and Containment methods.
 
Set up a DecontaminatiOn Corridor 
TssIal 
DefIne the terminology associated with Decontamination.
 
Define Contamination and Exposure.
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Describe chemical and physical Decontamination methods.
 
Establish a Decontamination Corridor.
 
Describe Emergency Decontamination, Technical Decontamination, and Mass
 
Decontamination.
 
Implement the Hazardous Materials Incident Termination Process
 
Tasks 
List the five basic acIIvities that comprise the Termination process.
 
List three criteria for terminating the emergency phase of a Hazardous Materials Incident.
 
List the steps for Transfer of command and Control of the incident for post emergency
 
respOll88 operations.
 
Describe the procedure for conducting an Incident Debriefing.
 
Describe the procedure for conducting a Post Incident Analysis.
 
Describe the components of an Incident Critique.
 
Describe reporting ancl documentation requirements for Hazardous Materials Incidents.
 
Co,. AbIIJIIu 
A.	 Communicate Effectively 
Indlcltors 
1.	 Use effectiVe oral communication skills. 
2.	 Use effective writlen communication skills. 
3.	 Listen actively to others. 
4.	 Derive meaning fl'om text. 
5.	 Support viewpoints with evidence. 
B.	 Corroborate with Others 
Indicators 
1.	 Demonstrate respect in r81ating to people. 
2.	 Participate in shared problem solving. 
C.	 Respect Diversity 
Indlcatots 
1.	 Appreciate perspectives of people outside own background/culture. 
2.	 Work collaboratlvely with persons from other backgrounds/cultures. 
D.	 Demonstrate Responsibility 
Indicators 
1.	 Attend classes 88 scheduled. 
2.	 Tum in quality work. 
3.	 Adhere to safety rules and regulations. 
4.	 Act professionally to fullill job duties within chosen field. 
5.	 Demonstrate t1exibilty and seIf-directlldness in learning. 
E.	 Practice Critical Thinking 
Indicators 
1.	 Present Logical Arguments. 
2.	 Evaluate sources of information to solve problems. 
F.	 Utilize Technology 
Indicatots 
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1. Use technology to convnunicat8. 
2. Solve problema using technology. 
3. Use appropriate technology to manage Infonnation. 
4. Recognize the impects of technology. 
G. Apply Math and Science 
Indicators 
1. Apply math concepts and principles appropriately. 
2. Apply scientific concepts and principles appropriately. 
3. Interpret meaning from quantit8tive data. 
4. Interpret meaning from scientific data. 
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Appendix H: FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials Course Syllabus 
MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
Course Syllabus
 
FIRE 152500 I 001 * Fall 2008
 
4Course: Hazardous Materials I Credits: 
Subject Abbreviation: FIRE I Course Number: 152 I Section Number: 500 I 001 
Class Meets: Monday 5:30 PM - 9:25 PM I Tuesday 8:30 AM - 12:25 PM 
Instructor: Thomas Plevak 
Office Hours: Classroom & Office: 
Room B156A Monday 5:00 PM - 5:30 PM & 9:30 PM - 10:00 PM
 
Tuesday 8:00 AM - 8:30 AM & 12:30 PM -1:00 PM
 
Phone number: (414) 412-5411
 E-mail: plevakt@matc.edu; tplevakmatc@yahoo.com 
Course Description: FIRE 152 - Hazardous Materials is intended for those persons who respond to 
releases or potential releases of Hazardous Materials with the purpose of controlling the leak. 
Hazardous Materials Technicians utilize chemical protective clothing and specialized control and 
monitoring equipment for the mitigation of the incident. This hazardous Materials Technician course 
provides knowledge and skills to analyze a Hazardous Materials Incident, plan and implement a 
response, evaluate progress and developments, and terminate the incident. 
Prerequisites: FIRE 139 - Principles of Emergency Service 
FIRE 142 - Fire Fighting Principles (Fire Fighter Level I) 
FIRE 156 - Strategies, Tactics, and Incident Management 
ADA Statement: 
If you have a disability that impacts your classroom performance and wish to request an 
accommodation, contact the Center for Special Needs at (414) 297-6838. They may require 
documentation regarding your disability to enable them to comply with your request. Admission of 
a disability is voluntary and will be handled in a confidential manner. MATC does not discriminate 
against individuals with disabilities and fully complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act. To 
ensure your academic success in this program, you are strongly encouraged to provide your 
instructor with a COpy of the Instructor Notification Form from the Center for Special Needs. 
Textbook: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGING THE INCIDENT - 3ra Edition 
Workbook: HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGING THE INCIDENT - 3rd Edition 
Supplies: Textbook, Workbook, Notebook, Pen, Highlighter 
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Course Competencies: 
•	 Describe the Hazardous Materials Management System 
•	 Protect Health and Safety 
•	 Use the national Incident Management System (NIMS)
 
Manage On-scene Operations using the Eight Step Process
 • 
•	 Initiate Site Management and control Procedures 
•	 Identify Hazardous Materials 
•	 Evaluate Hazards and Risks 
•	 Select Personal Protective Clothing and Equipment 
•	 Manage Information and Resources 
•	 Implement Hazardous Materials Response Objectives 
•	 Set up a Decontamination Corridor 
• Terminate a Hazardous Materials Incident 
Course Calendar: Attached 
Course Requirements and Grading: Attached 
Attendance Policy: MATC Attendance Policy (3 Absences = Instructor Recommended Withdrawal) 
Student Complaint Procedure: Instructor, Advisor, Associate Dean 
Student Signature: 
MATC Core Abilities 
The Core Abilities are skills that allow students to continually adapt and learn. They have been 
called "employability skills," soft skills, and professional attributes. You may not be tested for all 
of the Core Abilities directly. but you will demonstrate or apply them to complete lessons or to 
improve skills. The Core Abilities and indicators are listed below, and the ones you will be 
focusing on in this course are checked. 
Core Ability Applies to 
Course (.) 
Communicate Effectively 
a. Use effective oral communication skills • 
b. Use effective written communication skills • 
c. Listen actively to others • 
d. Derive meaning from text • 
e. Support viewpoints with evidence • 
Collaborate with others 
a. Demonstrate respect in relating to people • 
b. Participate in shared problem solving • 
Respect Diversity 
a. Appreciate perspectives of people outside own background/culture • 
b. Work collaboratively with persons from other backgrounds/cultures • 
Demonstrate Responsibility 
a. Attend classes as scheduled • 
I 
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b. Tum in quality work • 
c. Adhere to safety rules and regulations • 
d. Act professionally to fulfill job duties within chosen field • 
e. Demonstrate flexibility and self-directedness in learning • 
Think Critically 
a. Present logical arguments • 
b. Evaluate sources of information to solve problems • 
utilize Technology 
a. Use technology to communicate • 
b. Solve problems using technology • 
c. Use appropriate technology to manage information • 
d. Recognize the impacts of technology • 
Apply Math and Science 
a. Apply math concepts and principles appropriately • 
b. Apply scientific concepts and principles appropriately • 
c. Interpret meaning from quantitative data • 
d. Interpret meaning from scientific data • 
